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ABSTRACT 

Outward Foreign Direct Investment (OFDI) activities have mainly been studied for 

Multi National Corporations (MNCs) but lesser for Small-Medium Enterprises (SMEs). 

This study shall make use of Geovalent Adjustment model introduced by Stephen 

Guisinger in 2001 as pedestal in analyzing the multi-faceted concepts of OFDI-related 

theories and Internationalization theories; in hope for finding similarities between the 

two. This study shall specifically make use of Malaysian Medium-sized firms as 

sample object for which they are already matured, both in terms of business operations 

as well as financial standings. This study hypothesizes that any similarities found from 

the said two foundational theories, could be synthesized into becoming one model, 

which would then provide an ease ground for medium-sized firms to adopt and 

practice. This study examines the Internal Business Processes (BP) of Malaysian 

medium-sized firms and international factors which Gusinger (2001) termed it as 

Geovalent Components (GC), for its influence on OFDI Performance (OP); and 

determines the mediator role of Geovalent Adjustment (GA)  variable on the 

relationship between Business Process (BP) and Geovalent Components (GC) against 

OFDI Performance (OP). A survey was administered for Medium-sized firms which 

represented by senior management of those firms, for the whole of West Malaysia. 

Data generated was based on 124 of those senior management's self-rating of BP, GC, 

GA and OP. Rasch Model and SPSS programs were employed to analyze the data using 

several different analyses. Multiple regression, hierarchical stepwise regression, One 

Way ANOVA and Process were used to test the hypotheses. The results provided 

general support for five out of the five hypotheses. Specifically, the mediating effect of 

GA on the two independent variables of BP and GC against dependent variable of OP. 

This result confirms the earlier work of Guisinger (2001) which stated that GA is a 

must for any firms to internationalize or embarking on OFDI. Subsequently, the Rasch 

Model has developed a new OFDI Performance Measure (OPM) by generating 10 

classifications of Malaysian Medium-sized firms. As this is a fresh finding, it serves as 

a new contribution for the present study.  The results suggested that Business Processes 

(BP) and the international environment factors of Geovalent Components (GC) must be 

Geovalently Adjusted (GA) in order to influence OFDI Performance (OP) of Malaysian 

Medium-sized firms. Therefore, the Malaysian government needs to provide this 

synthesized model to Malaysian Medium-sized firms via testing and training 

mechanism introduced in this model, to increase the number of Malaysian 

Multinational Corporations (MNCs) quicker and more rapid.  This is particularly 

important for Malaysian Medium-sized firms which generally focus their business 

operations on import-export base and neglecting the beneficial factors of investing 

abroad. Despite the new OFDI Performance Measure is an important contributions that 

should be replicated in other countries to confirm on the applicability of the measure, 

future researches need to look into more details and provide specific conceptualization 

of construct for the latent variable of Geovalent Adjustment. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

 This chapter is comprised of eight sections. The background of the study is 

presented first. This is followed by research problems which highlight the issues to be 

investigated in this study. Subsequently in the third section, the research questions 

which investigate on certain parts of the problem area shall be presented. The purpose 

and objectives of the study are explained in the fourth section. The scope of study is 

discussed in the fifth section, followed by its significance in the sixth. Operational 

definition is highlighted in the seventh section with the final section outlines the 

structure of the whole thesis. 

 

1.2 Background of the Study 

 Anecdotally, Malaysia’s small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are seen to have 

the tendency to focus their businesses mainly on trade-related1 and transfer-related2 

entry modes into foreign countries. While there are quite a number of firms which have 

successfully ventured in cross-border joint-ventures and merger & acquisitions, or 

academically known as "outward foreign direct investment"; data for their activities are 

not officially captured by regulatory bodies. From those anecdotes, it seems that only a 

handful of firms have the capabilities venturing into Greenfield or Brownfield FDI 

projects abroad, while many seem to lack motives to take up Outward Foreign Direct 

Investment (OFDI).  

 It appears that Malaysian SMEs are preoccupied on exports orientation and 

production of semi-finished goods in neighboring countries which later to be imported 

back for further processing as means to internationalizing their businesses. In a study 

conducted by Hashim and Ahmad (2012), Malaysian SMEs were found to have mainly 

                                                 
1 Trade-related entry modes – exporting, international subcontracting & counter-trade,   

2 Transfer-related entry modes – International leasing, international licensing, international franchising 

and Built-Operate-Transfer (B.O.T) 
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